FDR’s New Deal programs were sometimes referred to as “alphabet soup” programs because they were often identified by their initials. Unscramble the letters below to discover some of the New Deal’s most famous programs.

SLOACI

YRECIUSRT

This was formed to provide assistance to retirees & the unemployed.

NVICILIA

TONCRVEASI

PCRSO

This organization was responsible for employing millions & undertaking conservation projects across the country.

LDERFAE

PEOTDIS

CEISRNUAN

PROTACIOANR

This organization still provides insurance to depositors in commercial banks.

ALARGCULUTRI

JTUDANETNSM

CTA

This organization was the primary agricultural legislation of the New Deal, reducing crop production to increase prices; it was declared unconstitutional in 1936.

TOALNAIN

CRVEREOY

DTMISNAIRATNIO

This organization created industrial codes meant to reduce competition & encouraged business-labor relations.

SOKRW

GESORPRS

OINTARIANSIMTD

This organization provided millions of jobs working on public works projects across the nation.